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Polling Question
PreventConnect

- Domestic violence/intimate partner violence
- Sexual violence
- Violence across the lifespan, including child sexual abuse
- Prevent before violence starts
- Connect to other forms of violence and oppression
- Connect to other prevention practitioners
PreventConnect is a national project of ValorUS sponsored by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The views and information provided in this web conference do not necessarily represent the official views of the U.S. government, CDC or VALOR.
Objectives

- Participants will be able to identify at least two problems with existing prevention efforts, such as over-reliance on admonishment programs and boomerang effects.
- Participants will be able to describe at least two ways that specific strengths-based prevention can improve upon current limitations in prevention effectiveness.
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Once dismissed, this 2500-year-old practice, originally a Buddhist practice, has stood the test of time and now the test of numerous, independent randomized controlled trials.

MORE ON THIS IN WEB CONFERENCE #2
What We Will Discuss Today

• Problems with existing prevention (briefly)
• The Prevention Portfolio Model

• ***Interview interlude***

• Shifting to approaches that put strengths at the center
  ...and what it means to let go of admonishment
• Examples of strengths-centered prevention (more to come in later webinars)

• ***Interview interlude***
Problems with Existing Prevention
Who Is Against Prevention?

Maybe one will become a perpetrator?

Looking forward to a life of addiction?

Dreams of becoming HIV-positive?
The Pressure to Provide Services

• Justifiable pressure to “do something.”
• Systemic, legal, or policy demands to offer prevention.
• Front-line providers cannot wait until some definitive solution is developed.
• All in an environment of limited resources
  • Can struggle to find the financial and personnel resources to change programs and policies
• However, only by truly reckoning with the current state of research can we make the best choices about what to do now and how to make the best plans to move ahead.
• The good news is that there are better alternatives available now!!
Admonishment Programs Do Not Work

• Hyper-rational, admonishment-based prevention is the dominant model in most arenas.
• We are told to “just say no” to drugs, meanwhile the worst drug epidemic in the history of the US rages.
• We are told “it gets better” while suicide rates climb.
• We are told to avoid junk food and eat healthy, while obesity rates increase.
• Most of the time, admonishment programs can’t even show results immediately after the program ends (unless they cherry pick their data to such an extent that no one can replicate their findings).
  • More information ≠ better decision making
  • Changing attitudes ≠ changing behavior (in fact, reverse may be easier!)

“We are not thinking machines. We are feeling machines that think.” --Antonio Damásio
Can’t Use “Cold” Cognitive Approaches For “Hot” Moments

If you have ever eaten (or drank) more than you intended to, exercised less than you hoped, or yelled at a loved one, then you know from personal experience that even people who are pro-healthy diets, pro-exercise, and anti-verbal aggression can struggle in difficult or even just tempting circumstances.

- Cognitive psychologists (e.g., Nobel Laureate Daniel Kahneman) identify a distinction between “cold” or “slow” thinking vs “hot” or “fast” thinking.
- Most of the problems we are trying to prevent occur in moments of peer pressure, interpersonal rejection, stress, or temptation, when our good intentions are easily overwhelmed by situational factors.
- The secret to making a bigger impact is focusing on preparing people for dealing with the “hot” moments in their lives.

Image from Wikimedia, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Our_(Almost_Traditional)_Thanksgiving_Dinner.jpg
The Prevention Portfolio Model
What is your Secret Sauce/Superpower/a Professional Strength?

Text Chat Question
The Alternative: Strengths-Based Approaches

• Bring people in the door
• Improve outcomes
• Offer more inclusive prevention
• Help people (especially youth) develop assets and resources that will be useful for many life goals, not just the identified problem.

Instead of umbrellas, focus on Swiss Army knives
What Do People Want From Life?

MEANING

HAPPINESS

LOVE

What Do People Want From Life?

A CBCL Score <60

Not too much delinquency

Relatively low levels of anxiety
We define resilience as the process of achieving well-being and thriving after adversity, by using strengths (assets and resources) to counter the effects of adversity. *Not a personality trait*
Strengths Domains of P/RPM

Regulatory:
- Emotion awareness
- Emotion regulation
- Endurance

Interpersonal:
- Social support
- Generativity
- Community support

Meaning making:
- Purpose
- Optimism
- Service
- Cultural traditions
- Mattering


Key Features of the Resilience Portfolio Model

- **Focuses on:**
  - Under-appreciated strengths
  - **Thriving**, not just absence of pathology
  - Multiple elements of the social ecology (individual, peer, family, community)
  - Malleable characteristics.  
    - Proximal rather than distal

- Informs prevention and intervention. *If you have limited time and resources with a client or group, what are most important targets?* Emotion regulation or social support? A sense of purpose or compassion?

- **Head-to-head comparisons of strengths** to guide the best use of resources for prevention and intervention.
COPING RESPONSES: (What you do) Coping, including appraisal, regulatory behavior, meaning-making behavior

WELL-BEING: Physical, Psychological, Multiple dimensions of Well-Being

ADVERSITY: Victimization, loss, illness/injury, other life events

RESOURCES & ASSETS:
- Personal strengths
- SES
- Caregivers (kids)/Partners (adults)
- Safe, stable environment
- Community, culture
- Other assets & resources

WANT TO PREVENT ADVERSITY? FOCUS HERE

WANT TO MINIMIZE THE HARM OF PAST ADVERSITY? FOCUS ON THESE TARGETS

The Resilience Portfolio Model & The 4 Ways to Help People

Banyard, Hamby, & Grych, 2016; Grych, Hamby & Banyard, 2015; Hamby, Grych, & Banyard, 2018
#1 Increase Coping Responses

**RESOURCES & ASSETS:**
- Personal strengths
- SES
- Caregivers (kids)/Partners (adults)
- Safe, stable environment
- Community, culture
- Cognitive abilities

**COPING RESPONSES:**
(What you do) Coping, including appraisal, regulatory behavior, meaning-making behavior

**ADVERSITY:**
Victimization, loss, illness/injury, other life events

**WELL-BEING:**
Physical, Psychological, Multiple dimensions of Well-Being

Examples: Promote self-disclosure and help-seeking.
In CBT framework, increase positive self-talk.
In insight-oriented framework, increase processing of childhood events.
Could also include adding medications.
(Often relies on external social resources.)
#2 Change Coping Responses

**RESOURCES & ASSETS:**
- Personal strengths
- SES
- Caregivers (kids)/Partners (adults)
- Safe, stable environment
- Community, culture
- Other assets & resources

**COPING RESPONSES:**
(What you do) Coping, including appraisal, regulatory behavior, meaning-making behavior

**ADVERSITY:**
Victimization, loss, illness/injury, other life events

**WELL-BEING:**
Physical, Psychological, Multiple dimensions of Well-Being

Examples: AA: Substitute substance abuse and self-injurious behavior with verbal processing & community. In CBT framework, modify biased cognitions (catastrophizing, black-and-white thinking) with more rational ones. In insight-oriented framework, substitute primitive defense mechanisms (projection, denial), with more sophisticated ones (sublimation).
Examples:
Most of what we will be discussing today! Mindfulness, exercise, yoga, shinrin yoku (forest bathing), volunteering/activism, gardening, etc. Also many systemic changes.

We do not do yoga “about” our trauma, we just do yoga (ditto with mindfulness, exercise, etc.). They still make us feel better. In fact, they more reliably make us feel better, probably because they are simpler and more straightforward processes.
WELL-BEING: Physical, Psychological, Multiple dimensions of Well-Being

ADVERSITY: Victimization, loss, illness/injury, other life events

RESOURCES & ASSETS:
- Personal strengths
- SES
- Caregivers (kids)/Partners (adults)
- Safe, stable environment
- Community, culture
- Other assets & resources

#4 Insulate People From Trauma

Banyard & Hamby, 2022
What do you feel would be the benefits of using a strengths-based approach to your prevention work?

Text Chat Question
Putting Strengths at the Center
...and what it means to let go of admonishment
Putting Strengths At the Center Means Shifting Your Thinking

• As we've discussed, most problems that preventionists tackle are challenges of regulation.
• Although regulation is often thought of as “self-regulation,” in fact environmental supports are key to helping people regulate.
• Changing environment is much more effective than admonishment.

• One approach is to think about ways to “nudge” people to better behavior.
• Nudges are environmental tweaks.
• “there is no such thing as a “neutral” design” –Richard Thaler & Cass Sunstein
The Public Bathroom Challenge

• In one famous example, an airport in Amsterdam was having problems with “spillage” in the men’s bathroom.

• The admonishment approach to address this would be to put up signs that say “DON’T MAKE A MESS IN THIS BATHROOM”

• Even polite versions of this—“Please keep this bathroom clean” or “Please be sure to aim for the urinal”—are still admonishments that don’t address the systemic problems.
  • People in airports are tired, stressed, and don’t feel a sense of ownership over the space.
  • You can’t take away all the fatigue and stress that comes with air travel, but you can switch to incentivizing what you want people to do and recognize that changing the environment (one time) is easier and more effective than expecting every bathroom visitor to improve their regulation by themselves.
A tiny (literally) nudge that solved the bathroom problem

Although you can't take away the fatigue & stress of travel, you can add a moment of levity to the travel experience.

https://www.slideshare.net/KellyBaron1/nudge-theory-73105267
Image from a SXSW presentation by Kelly Baron.
According to Hubbub, their ballot bin cuts litter by up to 46%, again by adding humor to a usually humorless situation and inviting people to play instead of scolding them.
Example: Harnessing the Social Environment to Promote Diabetes Screening

- Problem: Low rates of diabetes screening, with lowest rates among Muslim members of a community. Diabetes screening is challenging because requires fasting before blood is drawn, so can't be done on just any doctor visit.
- In the mainstream option, this is accomplished by fasting overnight and scheduling an early doctor visit before breakfast.
- Admonishment approaches:
  - Put up signs in various places, reminding people to get their diabetes screenings
  - Have doctors remind/scold patients about need for screening (and why not mix that scolding in with a bunch of other messages about exercise, diet, other screenings, with no indication about which is the priority?)
  - Distribute flyers about the importance of diabetes screenings.
  - Ignore the systemic challenges
Nudges can take advantage of the social ecology as well as the built environment.

MEETING PEOPLE WHERE THEY ARE

DIABETES SCREENINGS

- Normally, 10 hours of fasting
- During Ramadan

UNDERSTANDING CULTURAL CONTEXTS HELPS YOU REDUCE FRICTION.

An alternative that rides the energy of existing cultural norms & practices.
Example: Understanding *Choice Architecture* & the Power of Default Settings

- Opting in versus opting out
  - Automatic opt-in to retirement accounts leads to more savings (Chetty et al., 2014)
  - Automatic opt-in to organ donation not only increases number of donors but also number of transplants (Shepherd, O'Carroll, & Ferguson, 2016)
  - Be on the lookout for ways that defaults can also reinforce bias, such as default “skin tone” band aids or emojis in beige.

Image from Wikimedia, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Deposit_Into_Piggy_Bank_Savings_Account_(6093700157).jpg
Does Our Environment Reflect Our Priorities?

If all we do is tell kids to eat more vegetables, are we really communicating that is what we want?

--Beware of “prevention theater” versus real prevention.

There are lots of ways to increase vegetable consumption. In addition to above, other famous nudges include re-arranging choices at checkout & changing names of dishes to sound more appealing.

From Just & Wansink, https://www.choicesmagazine.org/magazine/article.php?article=87
Understanding What Really Appeals to People

• Would you rather eat vegetables with:

**Indulgent labels**
- Twisted citrus-glazed carrots
- Rich butter roasted sweet corn
- Slow-roasted caramelized zucchini bits

**Healthy restrictive labels**
- Carrots with sugar-free citrus dressing
- Reduced-sodium corn
- Lighter-choice zucchini

**Healthy positive labels**
- Smart-choice vitamin C citrus carrots
- Vitamin-rich corn
- Nutritious green zucchini

**Basic labels**
- Carrots
- Corn
- Zucchini

In reality, all dishes were exactly the same under each label. Which got eaten more (larger amounts by more people) at a university cafeteria? (Turnwald, Boles, & Crum, 2017)
Summing Up: Ways to Nudge

• Change default rules—such as switching to automatic opt-in instead of automatic opt-out.
• Simplify—offer fewer choices to make it more likely people will choose.
• Increase ease or convenience
  • Put healthier choices at eye level in supermarket or by checkout.
  • When Netflix automatically sends you to another show.
• Disclose—such as current argument over up-front disclosure of medical costs
Summing Up: Ways to Nudge (cont.)

• Use precommitment strategies & implementation intentions—such as getting people to publicly commit to stopping smoking. Or asking people “Do you plan to vote?”
• Remind
• Provide better info about consequences of past choices (for example, about which devices run up electric bills).
• Use humor or other approaches to make things more relatable or enjoyable.
• Think outside box—such as example of violent movies (like *Batman*) drawing enough people with delinquent tendencies into theaters that it led to less violence in streets (Dahl & Dellavigna, 2009).
  • You don’t need everyone to be motivated by noble intentions to reduce public health problems.
Beyond Nudges: Strengthening Portfolios Across the Social Ecology

• One thing that you may have noticed about these nudges is that most of them do not announce that “this is litter prevention” or “this is obesity prevention.”

• That is an important element of most strengths-based approaches—just focus on building up skills and ideally drop the admonishment and labeling all together.

• In certain funding or other systemic situations, you may be pressured to offer umbrellas.

• But there are creative ways to switch your services to focusing on offering Swiss Army knives. It doesn’t matter if you call it violence prevention or substance abuse prevention or whatever, as long as you’re still teaching something that’s going to make a difference.

• A provider: Someone whose strengths portfolio is so robust that they have resources they can use to help others.

• Dosage matters—we use a concept called “poly-strengths” to capture the range of assets and resources that people have at their disposal.

• Be on the lookout for approaches that have evidence across multiple domains—that increases confidence not just a lucky fluke (or biased reporting) but a real effect that will happen in your setting too (and something much easier to see with Swiss Army knives than umbrellas).
Examples of Strengths-Based Approaches to Prevention
Evidence-Based Approaches That Promote Strengths & Help Insulate (Prevent)

- Mindfulness:
  - Improves Meaning making, emotion regulation
  - Reduces violence

- Regular exercise
  - Reduces depression, anxiety
  - Associated with less suicidality

- Gamification:
  - Promotes regulation
  - Can promote community/peer support

- Bystander approaches:
  - Improve response skills, sense of responsibility
  - Work on norms

Evidence-Based Approaches That Promote Strengths & Help Insulate (Prevent) Cont.

Social networks & norms: Change the social ecology

Change the environment/increase nature contact:
- Shinrin-yoku
- Greening urban spaces
- Nudges to built environment
- Reduce depression/anxiety/violence

• Relationship skills:
  - Improve relationship quality, communication skills
  - Reduce IPV
Individual Level
Exercise

• Exercise is the first line of treatment for depression and anxiety in countries like Canada and Scotland. The “effect size”—the average amount of improvement—for exercise is similar to (perhaps even larger than) those for cognitive-behavioral therapy or antidepressants.

• More exercise associated with fewer suicide attempts in university students (Grasdalsmoen et al., 2020).

• Exercise has been called a “miracle cure” by the Academy of Medical Sciences (Goodlee, 2019).

• Plus, it is less expensive with fewer side effects (side effects, mainly risk of injury, can vary depending on the type of exercise, but for walking or other relatively safe choices, they are minimal).

• But wait! There’s more! Exercise also has numerous other benefits on physical health and can alleviate other conditions, such as diabetes or related metabolic syndromes.

• **Exercise prescriptions.** Most exercise prescriptions recommend walking, biking, running, swimming or a similar activity for 20-30 minutes a day 3 to 4 days a week. Swimming and walking are good choices for low-impact exercise.

• Yoga, which combines mindful elements of breath and body awareness with exercise (although not all in Western adaptations), is also an evidence-based practice.

https://pixabay.com/photos/yoga-yogawomen-aesthetics-woman-4812834/
Incorporating Exercise Into Therapeutic & Professional Spaces

• Include an evaluation of regular physical activity into your intakes and assessments.
• Create paths on the grounds of your facilities for clients, students, and staff. Share information about local parks and trails.
• Incorporate exercise into the daily routine of domestic violence shelters, homeless shelters, or other residential treatment centers.
• Make sure foster parents know the importance of regular exercise (don’t count on schools to provide it).
• Incorporate exercise into therapeutic day camps, after school programs, etc., for kids.
• Consider walking sessions with clients.
• How can you promote this in your setting—starting a walking group, offering yoga in your building?
Relationships Matter Too
Mentoring Across the Lifespan
“Talent Development”

- Intergenerational work teams
- JAIA – participatory action mentoring
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5_YQLUER1w
- Big Brothers Big Sisters
- Involving adults in prevention with adolescents
  - C. Rizzo Project Strong for parents and teen boys
  - Project Dream, Own, Tell Adult Family Workshop
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9vWlWlUgWk
  - Kroshus study of college football coaches influencing off-field behavior
  - Teacher intervention and bullying (Burger et al 2022)
- The regular contact allows mentors to catch people in hotter, teachable moments.
Create Your Own Mentor Map
(Based on one from National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity)

- Emotional Support
- Role Models
- Peer Community
- Sponsorship (Networking help)
- Career Development
- Safe Spaces
- Accountability (Prioritizing)
- Access to Opportunities
- Substantive Feedback
- Peer Community
- Emotional Support
- Role Models
- Peer Community
- Sponsorship (Networking help)
- Career Development
- Safe Spaces
- Accountability (Prioritizing)
- Access to Opportunities
- Substantive Feedback
The Need For Activism And Policy Changes

- Progressive LGBTQ+ laws >>> lower suicidality among youth.
- Child maltreatment linked to fuel prices, lowers with rises in minimum wage.
- Moving away from “run over by a car syndrome” to truly addressing social determinants.
What is an example of a strengths-based prevention strategy that you are currently implementing?

Text Chat Question
Where will we go from here?

Our next web conference will cover in more detail some of our favorite evidence-based prevention strategies across the social ecology:

• Mindfulness
• Improving relationships: bystander training, relationship skills training


References To Our & Our Colleagues’ Research on Trauma Dosage and Resilience Portfolios


References To Our & Our Colleagues’ Research on Trauma Dosage and Resilience Portfolios (cont’d)

Key Studies By Others

Thank you!

To Keep Up on Prevention & Resilience Topics, Join the Resilience Community Free Listserv. Send an email that says "subscribe rescomm" (for Resilience Community) to lifepaths@lifepathsresearch.org

Find Sherry's TEDx talk by searching Sherry Hamby and TEDx.

To order the book:
STRENGTHS-BASED PREVENTION THAT WORKS

A 3-Part Series

For RPE and DELTA Impact Recipients + Sub Recipients